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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE 
 

After a very warm and dry summer, I am ready for fall weather. 
It is nice to see the golden rod popping up all around us; I hope 
that it contains nectar for our bees. This lack of rain has 
affected all living things. Please take a close look at the bee’s 
honey stores in your hives going into winter. You might need  
to do extra feeding to get them through the winter. 

 

I am excited to share with you ALL the exciting things that Mass Bee has been 
busy planning. Our annual MBA State meeting is co-hosted with the Middlesex 
Beekeeping Association, and it will take place on Saturday, November 5th at 
Middlesex Community College. The first speaker is Marina Marchese, the 
owner of Red Bee Honey and an international best-selling author of The Honey 
Connoisseur: Selecting, Tasting and Pairing Honey. The second speaker is 
Phoebe Snyder who co-founded Optera, a Honeybee research company that she 
co-founded with Dr. Kaira Wagoner out of the University of North Carolina 
Greensboro.  

 

The State meeting is free to members in good standing. You can online purchase 
a catered lunch in advance. The State Honey Show, the election of MBA officers, 
and the crowning of the State Honey Queen will take place at this meeting- so be 
sure to attend. There will be several local and national vendors. If you place your 
order in advance, you can pick it up at the meeting and save on shipping. Beekeepers are 
frugal! Please check the MBA website for upcoming registration information. 
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In case you haven’t heard - the Massachusetts Beekeepers Association is hosting the EASTERN APICULTURAL 
SOCIETY 2023 conference this coming summer at UMass Amherst.  The dates are July 31 thru August 4th.  The 
EAS conference has not been in our state since 2001 when it was on Cape Cod. I am excited that it will be 
convenient for our members to attend this dynamic conference. Beekeepers from across the country, in particular, 
along the East Coast including Canada will cluster in Amherst, MA to hear the latest honeybee research.  Dr. Sam 
Ramsey, Dr. Judy Wu-Smart, Dr. Cameron Jack, Dr. Tammy Horn-Potter, and Paul Kelly are just a few of the 
confirmed speakers. Throughout the week, workshops will be offered in photography, cooking with honey, honeybee 
microscopy, and queen rearing. In addition, a tour of MBA’s own Bill Crawford’s New England Apiary new 
processing facility will be available. Several special dinner events are scheduled in the evenings. Please save the date 
and try to make it for a day or two or the whole week- you will not be disappointed. I could go on and on here about 
the value of attending an EAS conference, but I will not - please feel free to email me at Mass Bee with questions. 
Check the EAS website at easternapiculture.org for more information as it becomes available.  
  
Please consider volunteering at the EAS conference. People are needed to lead bus trips, be room monitors, work at 
the registration table, assist the vendors, check off dinner tickets, etc. Many tasks need to be done and as a state - I 
know that we can make it happen! The cost of the conference is reduced based on one's volunteering hours. 
 
In conclusion, like all our beehives, Mass Bee Assoc. is a dynamic organization because beekeepers from across our 
state come together to make it work.  Please consider sharing your talents and getting more involved in Mass Bee. 
We are looking to fill a board position for a secretary position. We are also looking for volunteers for the Legislative 
and Pesticide Committees.  You do not need to be an expert, just an interest and a desire to participate.  Please let me 
or the Corresponding Secretary know if you are interested. 
 
I am looking forward to seeing all our fellow beekeepers at Mass Bee’s fall meeting! 

 

 
  

Bee Well! 
    Mary Duane 

   President Massachusetts Beekeepers Association 

 

 

 

NOTICE OF NOMINATIONS 
 

Mass Bee Board of Directors Nominations 
 

Mass Bee Nominating Committee presents the following slate of officer nominees  
for 2022/20323, to be voted on at the Fall/Annual Meeting: 

 
President - Mary Duane (second term) 

 

Vice President - John Cheetham (second term) 
 

Treasurer - Jacqueline Rutledge 
 

Recording Secretary -TBD 
 

Corresponding Secretary – TBD 
 

If you have any questions regarding the nominations and/or are interest in being on the Mass Bee Board of 
Directors contact Tom Graney, Chair of the Nominating Committee, or the Mass Bee President, Mary Duane. 

mailto:President@massbee.com
https://easternapiculture.org/
mailto:President@massbee.com
mailto:Corresponding%20Secretary@massbee.com
mailto:President@massbee.com
mailto:nominationcommittee@massbee.org
mailto:President@massbee.com
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Beekeeper of the Year! 
 

Recognize a Deserving Beekeeper 
   
  Criteria: 
   A person does not have to be a Massachusetts Beekeepers Association member but must be a member 

in good standing of a Massachusetts County Beekeeping organization. 
 

   This is a person who has willingly provided his or her time and knowledge over the years to help, train 
and educate others in the field of beekeeping.  

  
We are sure you know someone that meets these criteria and deserves to be recognized.  

It is easy to nominate them. 
 
  Process:  
   Nominees are submitted by the County Club president. Club Presidents may submit one nominee per 

year. 
 

   The selection committee consists of a group of past Beekeepers of the Year and other experienced  
beekeepers and is chaired by David Thayer. 
 

   Deadline: All nominations must be submitted via email to Dave Thayer (thaydav11@gmail.com) by 
December 28th.  
 

   The winner will be announced at the MBA Spring Meeting. 
 
  Any questions, please contact David Thayer at thaydav11@gmail.com. Thank you!  
 

 

 

 

MARK YOUR CALENDARS! 
 

Upcoming Events 
 

 Oct. 22, 2022 – New England Beekeepers Fall Conference – hosted by Worchester 
County Beekeepers Association and Hampden County Beekeepers 

o Guest Speakers:  Keith Delaplane and Heather Mattila 
o Pre-Registration is required. 

 
 Nov. 5, 2022 – Massachusetts Beekeepers Association Fall/Annual Meeting (details in 

this Newsletter) hosted by Massachusetts Beekeepers Association and Middlesex 
Beekeepers Association 

o Guest Speakers:  Marina Marchese and Phoebe Snyder 
o Pre-registration is highly recommended 

 
 Dec. 3, 2022 – Bristol County Beekeepers Association – special Saturday conference. 

o Guest Speakers: Dr. Samuel Ramsey and Erin MacGregor-Forbes 
o Pre-registration is required 

mailto:thaydav11@gmail.com
mailto:thaydav11@gmail.com
mailto:thaydav11@gmail.com
https://wcbamembers.wildapricot.org/event-4957459
https://www.massbee.org/events/
https://bristolcountybeekeepers.wildapricot.org/events
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Annual Fall Meeting 
Saturday, November 5th,   8:30 am – 3:30 pm 

Middlesex Community College Bedford Campus 
591 Springs Road Bedford, MA (just off Route 3)

Meeting Speakers 
• Best-selling author and Honey Sommelier Marina Marchese 

from the American Honey Tasting Society. 

• Phoebe Snyder from research-based Optera Corporation and 
University of North Carolina Greensboro will address Controlling 
Mites via Promotion of Bee’s Hygienic Behavior. 

Registration on the MassBee website is encouraged. 

Boxed Lunches are available via MassBee online registration. 

There is a $10 admission fee.

The meeting is free to MassBee Members.

Cohosted by Middlesex County Beekeepers Association and MassBee 

Contact our vendors through their website or by phone for 
availability to preorder and pick up at the meeting. 

Dr. Bill’s Bees

• Dr. Kim Skyrm, Massachusetts Chief Apiary Inspector, will be 
giving the MDAR update.
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EASTERN APIARY 
SOCIETY SHORT 
COURSE AND 
CONFERENCE 

JULY 31 – AUG 4, 2023 

UMASS AMHERST 

COME FOR ONE DAY, A 
COUPLE DAYS, OR THE 
ENTIRE 5 DAY EVENT 

SO MUCH TO DO AND 
SEE – LECTURES, 
WORKSHOPS, FIELD 
TRIPS, AND MORE 

See the EAS web site 
for details. 

Beekeeping in 
the Summer. 
Hydrate, 
hydrate, 
hydrate, 
sunscreen, and 
take some rest 
in the shade.  

Photo by Cliff Youse 

https://easternapiculture.org/
https://easternapiculture.org/
https://easternapiculture.org/
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Processing Honey: A Closer Look 
Excerpts from an Article Written by Bob Binnie  

for Bee Culture Magazine* 
 

How good honey is for us, or whether it is any good at all, not only depends on how we use it, but also on 
how we process and store it. This article presents some of the chemistry of honey and how it can be 
affected by temperature, moisture, filtration, and more.  
 

Temperature and Its Effect on Honey  
Most operators handling more than a few buckets usually heat in one form or another, even if it simply 
means warming honey to facilitate bottling. We should, however, be mindful that heat degrades hone and 
has an effect on many things including enzymes, color, flavor, and aroma.  

Enzymes 
Enzymes are important, and all are affected by temperature. Merriam-Webster defines enzymes as 
complex proteins, produced by living cells, that catalyze or increase the rate of biochemical reactions. 
Simply put, enzymes can be thought of as energy. The presence of active enzymes is a part of what 
defines food that is alive and enzyme activity must be present in honey labeled “Raw”.  

There are three notable enzymes in honey: 
• Invertase converts sucrose in nectar to glucose and fructose, which helps make nectar able to hold 

more solids thereby making it more stable. 
• Glucose Oxidase creates a chemical reaction that, among other things, lowers the pH of honey to 

an average of 3.9 and produces hydrogen peroxide. Both of these help stabilize nectar while 
ripening and contribute to the antibacterial properties of honey. 

• Diastase, as with all enzymes, is destroyed by heat, and because its activity is easily measured, it 
has been used by some importers and packers to tell how much heat honey has been exposed to.  

The effects of heat on enzymes are commonly measured by the time it takes to 
reduce half of the enzyme’s activity or its “half-life” at a given temperature. For 
instance, the half-life of diastase in honey is 1,000 days at 68 o F, 14 days at 122 o F, 
and 30 seconds at 176o F. The other enzymes in honey are affected similarly. 
Enzyme activity stops when honey is held at freezing temperatures but returns when 
warmed back up. It does not return when destroyed by heat.  

Two interesting side notes are that almost all the enzymes in honey are introduced by the bees, and all 
break down when liquefying crystalized honey in the microwave.  

Flavor, Aroma, and Color  
Although the chemistry behind flavor and aroma is complex and not very well understood, they are a part 
of what defines high-quality honey, and care should be taken not to cause unnecessary deterioration. One 
thing we know for sure is that they, along with color, are sensitive to high temperatures and deteriorate 
with time.  
 
For instance, the color of honey is very slow to change when stored cold, but as it warms back up, the rate 
that honey darkens (and it will darken), will triple with every increase of 10 o F. Flavor and aroma 
deteriorate in a similar fashion when temperatures rise. Something as simple as prolonged warming in a 
bottling tank, a hot warehouse, or even a hot spot in your kitchen will have a degrading effect on honey. 
 
~continued on next page~  
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~continued from the previous page~  

Flavor, aroma, and color are especially affected in honey that is heated while containing debris such as 
dead bees, old comb containing cocoons, hive trash, and much of the menagerie of things that came out 
of an extractor.  

Some go so far as to say that honey processed with any heat at all can no longer be called raw. However, 
this could turn into a debate with Mother Nature considering the fact that the top tiers of a beehive, in full 
sun, on a hot summer day, can get quite warm. I submit that care and moderation are the keys for those 
that want to produce a good, wholesome product.  

Although not all honey will deteriorate at the same rate, all eventually do. As with many foods, fresh is 
best and time is not your friend.  

On another note, the internet has more than a few articles written by celebrated food experts stating that 
it is harmful to put honey in the refrigerator. This is not true. Cold honey degrades slower than warm 
honey and freezing temperatures are actually your best defense against deterioration.  

Materials in Processing  
Honey reacts with most metals. Because of its acidity, honey reacts with steel, iron, aluminum, galvanized 
metal, copper, tin, and more. Besides producing toxins, this can also affect taste and color. Although some 
are worse than others, steel and iron are considered especially bad for honey storage because they can 
rust and ruin honey. At least two exceptions to this are silver and gold, but because they will probably not 
be manufacturing storage tanks out of silver or gold anytime soon, I recommend food-grade stainless steel 
as the next best, practical choice. 
  

When using plastic in honey processing and storage, only food 
grade will do because other plastics can release excessive toxins. 
When bottling with plastic, polyethylene terephthalate (say that 
three times fast), better known as PETE plastic, is considered one 
of the best choices. PETE is clear and can be identified as having 
a number 1 in the triangle on the bottom of the container. High-
density polyethylene, also known as HDPE plastic, is also 
commonly used and can be identified with a number 2 in the 
triangle.  
 

Moisture  
Too much moisture in honey lowers quality. Although moisture may not be a big issue in arid areas like the 
southwest, it can be in high humidity and higher rainfall areas such as the east and southeast. Having a 
high moisture content in honey lowers the quality and leads to fermentation. It’s actually easy to affect the 
moisture level in honey. It all revolves around a few basic facts.  

Honey is hygroscopic, which means it will absorb moisture from a high-humidity environment. It’s also 
hydrophilic, which means it will release moisture when there is low humidity. There is always a point where 
the moisture level in honey will balance out with the humidity level it is exposed to, and that honey will 
cease to gain or lose water. For example, given enough time, honey that is exposed to air with a 60% 
humidity level will balance out with it at about 18.3% moisture content. This is not a bad place to be. Most 
honey will not ferment at this level although there are some that will. When exposed to 50% humidity, the 
moisture content in honey will lower to about 15.9%. This is a better place to be because no honey will 

~continued on next page~  
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it will have a thicker body, more character, and richer flavor, it would be considered a higher quality 
product. When continually exposed to 80% humidity, the moisture content in honey will eventually rise to 
33.1%. No, that’s not a typo. Unless pasteurized, honey with a moisture content that high will create 
enough pressure from fermentation to bend a metal jar lid into a dome if the seal holds or create a heck of 
a mess from leakage or both. Honey bees try to keep their hives between 50% and 60% humidity for a 
good reason.  
 

Transporting, storing, uncapping extracting, and the general handling of 
honey in a high humidity environment will absolutely add moisture to your 
honey. Doing the same in low humidity will have the opposite effect. A high-
quality hygrometer, which measures humidity, can be a good thing to have 
in a honey house. Cheap humidity gauges are usually inaccurate.  
 

If you need to remove moisture from honey, it’s helpful to understand that 
honey has a very poor diffusion rate. If, for example, you were to use a fan 
to blow warm air across the top of a drum of thin honey only the top layer 
would dry because the effect will not migrate very far.  
 

For most of us, unless you have a commercial honey dryer, it’s best to remove moisture before extracting. 
Honey supers can be placed in a warm, low humidity drying room which allows for a much greater surface 
area to be affected by warm, dry, moving air.  
 

When removing moisture, it is helpful to know that by simply raising the temperature in a given space, the 
relative humidity will drop thereby increasing the drying effect.  
 

If this is puzzling, remember that relative humidity is the amount of water vapor the air is holding 
compared to what it could hold if totally saturated at 100%. By increasing the temperature, the amount of 
water vapor air can hold increases, so the relative humidity level, or current saturation level, goes down. 
This, along with the use of dehumidifiers and fans, can create a good, dry low humidity environment for 
drying honey. Also, warm honey is easier to extract. 
  
Filtration  
Honey labeled U.S. Grade A Fancy must be “free of defects that affect appearance and may not contain 
particles that affect clarity.” Although this standard for honey is not very well policed and can be 
misleading (much foreign honey is labeled US Grade A Fancy), many packers believe it adds consumer 
trust. Other than complying with this standard, there are other reasons many may not want particles in 
their honey. Besides crystallization and perceived self-life issues, honey without particles can simply appear 
cleaner, brighter, and more attractive to customers.  
 
Of course, all of this requires fine filtering or “micro filtering” and there are those that feel this removes 
much of the “good stuff” in honey. That would include pollen, beeswax, and propolis particles, along with 
the other substances considered desirable. Fine filtering also requires high heat to lower the viscosity 
(thickness) of honey so it can pass through a fine filtering medium. Honey handled like this should not be 
called raw although it often is.  
 

If you want to remove large, potentially harmful debris but allow much of the “good stuff” to remain, 
straining your honey through something like a course, 800 or 1000-micron filter will work.  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

* Go to the following link to read the entire article: https://www.beeculture.com/processing-honey-a- closer-look/  

 

A good hygrometer can be a 
useful tool in a honey house.  

 

 

https://www.beeculture.com/processing-honey-a-closer-look/
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How is the Moisture in Your 

Honey? 
Dan Conlon, Warm Color Apiary 

Fall is honey harvest time for many of us. It is time to remove supers, 
extract and evaluate our bee’s work. It is also the time to protect your 
honey from fermentation and contamination from unwanted bacteria and 
non-food particulates. This article is about what happens after the honey is 
out of the comb and how to keep it in safe storage.  

Honey as a food is well known for its natural preservative qualities and long shelf life. Think of the honey 
found in King Tuts Egyptian tomb. Two clay pots with honey are still partially liquid, retaining their original 
aroma and still considered edible. Not that I would want to eat it, but as a naturally preserved food, this 
must hold the record.  

Beekeepers need to know when the honey is ripe and possesses its anti-spoilage properties. Ripened 
honey contains enzymes and has a low moisture content.  Honey requires enzymes like invertase to 
convert large sucrose (from nectar) molecules into smaller Fructose & Glucose sugars. The enzyme 
Invertase is added by the worker bees during foraging starts the ripening process.  Glucose oxidase is 
also added by the workers to nectar during the ripening process to protect it against spoilage. Honey 
tends to be acidic (pH 3.4 - 6.0) with most common being Gluconic acid.  Eating honey, or adding 
moisture, converts Glucose sugar into Gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide. These chemical changes 
provide honey with its antibacterial protection.  

Beekeepers are not chemists, nor do we have easy access to labs for testing. We can determine when 
honey is ripe by selecting the capped comb and measuring the moisture content of the honey after 
extracting it. Harvesting capped frames lets the bees tell you it is ready. Bees are the experts let them 
guide you. Ideally honey should have 17-18% moisture. When it goes above 18.6% yeast can grow and 
fermentation begins first as vinegar and later alcohol. If you stick to harvesting capped honeycomb and 
keep moisture below 18% you should be able to keep it for many years. Honey will draw moisture from 
the air (hydroscopic) so keep it in an airtight container to prevent spoiling. It is fine to mix some 
uncapped honey with capped, but the blending must remain below 18% moisture.  

The best tool for the serious honey producer is the refractometer used to measure moisture levels in 
liquids. These instruments use refracted light through a prism to measure the percent of moisture in 
honey. There are two types of handheld refractometers, the optical and the Digital. They can cost $60. – 
$800. For most hobbyist and sideline beekeepers the handheld is sufficient.  

Using refractometers, requires awareness of the following, or the accuracy becomes unreliable.  

• Check the calibration and allow time for temperature to adjust to room temperature.  Changes in 
temperature have a direct effect on the refractometer’s accuracy.  

• In calibrating the instrument be sure to follow the manufacturer’s instructions for calibration.  

~continued on next page~  
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• Never run water over the refractometer – always clean with a damp cloth and wipe dry.  
• Store the instrument in an airtight case.  
• Use at room temperature (68F optimal).  
• Place samples on a prism with a non-metallic instrument (Plastic pipet). Metal applicators can 

contaminate the sample. 

I recommend that you take multiple readings from the same sample and calculate the average, as a single 
drop may not be representative of the entire batch. This is particularly important if you are taking the 
sample from honey that has been sitting in a bucket or jar for extended periods of time.  
 

General considerations and guidelines for use of refractometers:  
 
Handheld Refractometers are the least expensive but require frequent re-calibration before each use 
for accuracy. Calibrate using the manufacturer’s fluid for best results.  
 

1. Place 2-3 drops of fluid on the prism.  
2. Close the top and wait at least 30 seconds for fluid to  

spread evenly on the prism.  Allow honey to adjust to the same  
temperature as the refractometer.  

3. Hold toward the light source and view through  
the eyepiece.  

4. Turn adjustment until blue line meets white line.   
Scale will indicate moisture content as a percentage.   
Calibrate according to room temperature:  
 59oF 17.9% 
 68oF 18.6% 
 77oF 19.4%  
 86oF 20.2%  
 

Most Refractometers will automatically adjust to  
room temperature after calibration has been set.  
They do not require constant recalibration unless  
exposed to extremes in temperature.  
 

Handheld refractometers are a desirable choice  
for small apiaries. You can have accurate readings (with proper calibration) and years of use if you keep 
the instrument clean and protected from excess moisture.  
 

Digital Refractometers are more accurate, the calibration holds longer, and they are expensive. They 
do provide more information, provide a wider range of scales, and provide auto-temp compensation.  
 

1. Zero Set option allows calibration using distilled water.  Water is Zero on the Brix scale. 
2. Instructions appear on the screen. 
3. Add distilled water or the NIST traceable calibration fluid  

(from MISO company) 
4. Set within 59oF-77oF temperature range.  

 

I use the MISO Palm Abbe digital refractometer and have found it to be durable,  
and accurate even when the conditions I use it in are not ideal. It also measures   

~continued on next page~  
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solids in honey, and in other liquids.  It was a more expensive purchase but will last for years and the 
company can make repairs if damaged.  If you are selling honey to the public, this is a more reliable tool 
and cheap insurance for protecting your honey and your reputation. 
 
What to do if your refractometer did not come with calibration fluid?  
In this case, you can still use your tool and get accurate results calibrating with different substances that 
can be easy to find. However, the substance you chose to calibrate should be compatible with the scale of 
your refractometer. Commonly, honey refractometers have a 90-60 Brix scale or 10-30% water scale, 
which means, if you are using one of these refractometers, the calibrating substance you use should have 
a known Brix between 90 and 60 or 10-30% water content. For other refractometers with the full scale, 
you can use other solutions with Brix that go from 100-0 Brix (or moisture).  
 
To calibrate honey refractometers with a 90-60 Brix scale, it is possible to use olive oil. Using olive oil will 
not be as accurate as a calibration liquid made specifically for this purpose, but it can be used to assess 
honey. According to the United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), olive oil has a refractive 
index between 1.4677-1.4705, equivalent to around 70.9o Brix – 71.9o (as per ICUMSA standards).  
 

If your refractometer is a full-scale device (100-0 Brix) it can read distilled water which should read at 0o 

Brix. To calibrate, take one or two drops of distilled water at room temperature, put it on your 
refractometer’s prism, and read the results against a source of light. If it doesn’t read 0o Brix, then you 
need to adjust the screw until it does.  
 

You could also calibrate your refractometer with the help of someone who owns a calibrated 
refractometer. Ask them to measure the Brix of a substance you want to use to calibrate. Then you can 
compare it with your refractometer reading and make the necessary adjustments. Follow the 
manufacturer’s instructions recommended fluid for accurate calibration.  
 

Care & Maintenance of Refractometers.  
• Always wipe your prism with a gentle, lint-free fabric. This will get rid of dust particles before you 

calibrate and use your refractometer. (Limit the use of this fabric so that you can avoid taking 
particles and dust from other places onto the prism and potentially scratching it.)  

• After using, clean the prism and the transparent panel or lid with a moistened lint-free cloth.  
• Always close the clear panel or lid after you are done using the refractometer. Getting  

scratches on the prism will most likely affect the readings.  
• Store in a protective, moisture-proof case.  Do not leave the unit in the sun and avoid extreme 

temperatures: above 122o F and below 14o F.   
 

The refractometer is an important beekeeper’s tool.  Learning its proper use and care will ensure you are 
harvesting honey at its best. 

 

                                                                 

   BEEKEEPING IN MASSACHUSETTS 
 

MDAR reports that Massachusetts is home to a 
diverse beekeeping industry, as current estimates 

indicate that we have between 4-4,500 
beekeepers managing between 40-45,000 hives. 

Over 45% of agricultural commodities in 
Massachusetts rely on bees for crop pollination. 
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  PREPARING YOUR HIVES FOR THE 

LONG WINTER MONTHS  
 

By Ken Warchol, “The Bee Whisperer” 
 

The month of October is a signal to Beekeepers that this is their last chance 
to help their honeybees get through the long, cold winter season and make it 
into the spring. This is a big task indeed. However, beekeepers should know 
that this is a major undertaking if they are to succeed. Even after 70 years of 
beekeeping, I get nervous at this time of year knowing that my bees are 
counting on me to help them make it.  

I now prepare to make my last full hive inspection of my colonies 
evaluating many issues within each colony. This will be my last chance to 
catch and resolve any issues that need to be corrected. I look for any 
queen issues that may need to be corrected that may not have been there 
during August and September check-ups. I look at the brood pattern of 
the queen and evaluate looking for 6-7 frames of capped brood and open larva and eggs. This will 
make my winter cluster of young bees go into the winter cluster. I am also looking for last-minute 
supercedure cells which often occur. Keep in mind that at this point, a hatching queen will NOT get 
mated properly if at all and you go into the winter with a drone layer which means no worker bees 
when the queen starts laying new eggs in January to build your spring cluster. If this is the case, I 
make sure the old queen is there and cut out any supercedure cells once, and then go back in a week 
and look for any new cells. If I find them this second time, I cut them all out and replace her with a 
newly mated queen that I keep in my 6 nucs. Be sure that you do not miss a supercedure cell when 
replacing the queen as the bees will kill the newly introduced queen. Note, it will be difficult to get 
mated queens at this time of year which is why I like to have nucs in my apiaries.  

I am also looking at my honey and pollen stores during my inspection to ensure that the bees have 
sufficient stores to keep rearing brood until mid-November. This year we have had a poor fall nectar 
flow and many of my colonies have low stores in the brood supers. I believe the fall flow (if any) will 
not give the bees much to gather.  

Keep in mind that a New England winter requires approximately 80 pounds of honey for eating, brood 
rearing, and heat production. You will need to supplement what the bees have collected. I would 
recommend a jar feeder above the hole in the inner cover so the bees can more easily warm your 2:1 
sugar syrup with cold mornings and cold nights of October. The bees come up around the neck of the 
jar to warm the syrup being taken in.  

Remember, that you do not want to honey-bound your top chamber; you want to have 6 frames open 
for brood rearing till the end of October or early November at which time the queen usually cuts back 
in egg laying.  

I start my force-feeding at the end of October until Thanksgiving. I call this the “Delicate Balance” 
which is having enough but not too much until the end of October. By Thanksgiving or earlier in 
November you want 8o pounds of honey for your winter cluster. I also try to give the bees as much 
honey as possible, especially with a poor fall flow. Keep in mind that honey has many nutrients needed  

continued on next page   
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by bees and especially by larva raised by bees to be healthy. Sacrifice the honey that you received in 
the early season and give some of it back to your bees. You can feed it back the same way in a jar. I 
mix a 1⁄4 cup of warm water into each 1⁄2 gallon of honey to make it more flowable.  
 

During my check, I am also looking for abnormalities in the brood which might indicate a disease or 
mite damage and viruses. You want to look for punctured cappings and probe them. You might see 
yellowish or brown uncapped larva or greasy, wingless bees or other things that look abnormal and 
then call a bee inspector at MDAR to identify what is wrong and take the needed action to keep it 
from spreading to your other hives especially if the hive dies out and robbing takes place.  
 

Hopefully, you have already treated for varroa mites in August or early September with Formic Pro or 
Miteaway to keep mite levels low avoiding viruses like deformed wing virus and other viruses vectored 
by varroa mites. I treat my colonies once again at the end of October with Apivar for 45 days which 
knocks down the mite levels on the adult bees with little or no capped brood. This leaves the colony 
with much fewer mites going into the winter cluster. This gives the bees a much better chance of 
making it without the mites sucking the life out of them with lesser numbers. Keep in mind that the 
mites are building when brood rearing is going on.  
 

I put my entrance reducer in the first week of October on the 6-inch opening and flip my inner cover 
over with the notch facing down for ventilation and removing the moisture being evaporated from the 
sugar syrup you are feeding. If I see moisture on the inner cover, I put popsicle sticks on the rim of 
the upper chamber for better moisture release and ventilation.  
 

I do not use mouse guards but if you do then do not use the entrance reducer. Use one or the other.  
I also close up my screen bottom boards with inserts to keep strong winds from creating a wind 
tunnel up into the hive and breaking up the winter bee cluster. You may also consider using insulation 
on your hives if in windy areas. I do not use them.  
 

You may consider using a robber screen on your weaker hives to keep your strong hives from robbing 
out the weaker hives, especially in a year like this when there is little nectar available for the bees. 
This also helps against yellow jacket robbing.  
 

You may also want to consider combining 2 weaker colonies into one which has a much better chance 
of making it/being able to generate heat for warmth. Remove 1 queen and combine through the 
newspaper method. I would do this combining now before the much colder weather. You can then 
make a split next spring.  
 

I do not make any hive inspections after the end of October except to feed and put my sugar patties 
in during the winter months. Everything is usually sealed and glued and you are disrupting the colony 
and causing sealed honey frames to leak on the cluster.  
 

Hopefully, you have done your part in working with your bees and when you look at your hive on the 
first warm day in March and see the bees flying in with pollen, you can smile and say to the bees ”WE 
MADE IT” There is no better feeling!  
 

Best of luck,  
Ken Warchol  
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A GRANT WITH EPIQ PROPORTIONS! 
 

Claire Desilets/Lynn Heslinga, Barnstable County Beekeepers 
 

Chances are slim that there is data as to the number of queens shipped into Massachusetts each new 
season from down south for our hives. And even less data as to the number of queens that might be 
raised here in Massachusetts. Without a good winter hardy queen in our hive, certainly we are challenged 
to bring the hive through the winter.  
 

This is the direction being taken with a Northeast SARE grant received by Pennsylvania State University. 
The three-year program was written by Robyn Underwood, Ph.D., Extension Educator- Apiculture, and 
Kate Anton, Research beekeeper/lab manager of Penn State. The name EPIC has been coined for the 
grant. The goals of the program include:  
 

• Create competent queen producers  
• Educate the best possible queen producers  
• Improve honeybee queen production and queen sales  
• Teach good data collecting  
• Build on good overwintering success  

 

Attendees were chosen from applications received from beekeepers in thirteen northeastern states and 
Washington DC. A total of 225 beekeepers have been accepted into the grant program. The successful 
candidates are a very diverse group. A requirement to participate was one had to manage at least ten 
hives. The group includes many with well over 200 hives. Some produce and sell queens currently and 
others are hoping to learn queen-rearing techniques including the fine art of grafting and instrumental 
insemination. There are a healthy number of participants from Massachusetts.  
 

This is not a passive event where beekeepers just sit and listen or read. We are expected to attend a 
biweekly lunchtime Zoom. Volunteer participants are engaged as panelists for the hour-long meeting 
regarding a certain aspect of queen rearing/beekeeping. In addition, “homework” is assigned regarding a 
specific topic after each lunchtime discussion and Google Classroom has been employed as our means of 
communication. This alone is a learning experience for many of the attendees!  
 

Planned are two workshops to take place at Penn State. One will be a two-day hands-on queen rearing 
event in 2023 and a second will include a four-day Instrumental Insemination workshop for a small 
chosen group.  
 

Active participation to date has included a response from beekeepers as to just what method of data 
collection is used in hive management. This is critical when rearing queens as one must have noted 
specific qualities such as:  
 

• High brood production (solid brood pattern)  
• Low defensive behavior  
• Low swarming tendency  
• Good hygienic behavior  
• Low mite counts  
• Good overwintering (at least one year)  

 

Assigned reading of research papers is also on the biweekly docket. These, of course, pertain to the 
weekly topic. One of interest is Standard methods for rearing and selection of Apis mellifera queens.  
 
~continued on next page~  
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Ralph Buchler, main author and the article can be found in the Journal of Apicultural Research (52(1): 
(2013) DOI 10.3896/IBRA.1.52.1.07.  

Another interest and an important concern is Exposure to pesticides during development negatively 
affects honey bee (Apis mellifera) drone sperm viability. PloS ONE. 2018; 13(12): e0208630. Of course, 
without healthy drones available in the queen mating process, little success will be realized.  

Our hives have become part of the process as one assigned project was 
to mark 25 to 40 drones in each of three to four hives. Different color 
paint was to be used in each hive. A few days later, we were to inspect 
the hives and note any different colored drones in the wrong hive. We 
all know that drones drift from hive to hive in our apiaries, but this 
simple experiment was to just prove that it does occur.  

Completing surveys are also a part of the program. A recent request 
included a data collection of the various dates of when brood first 
appears, first pollen, and first nectar flow appear in our specific 
geographical location. Perhaps a chart will be developed with this 
information to be shared with those in these northeastern states.  

Although this is a three-year grant, many of the participants are looking forward to improving their 
queen-rearing initiatives as soon as next spring and sharing information. Stay tuned.  

 

 

Marking drones from one hive 
with blue paint 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Honey Caramel Apples 

Click for recipe 

 

 

https://carolinahoneybees.com/amazing-honey-caramel-apples/
https://carolinahoneybees.com/amazing-honey-caramel-apples/
https://carolinahoneybees.com/amazing-honey-caramel-apples/
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68th Annual Short Course and 
Conference* 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst MA 
 

EAS MA 2023 
July 31 – Aug 4, 2023 

Speakers: 
• Dr. Samuel Ramsey
• Dr. Judy Wu-Smart
• Dr. Cameron Jack
• Dr. Tammy Horn-

Potter
• Paul Kelly
• Dr. Tom Seeley
and more…

Workshops: 
• Honey Judging
• Bees Under the

Microscope
• Lotions and Potions
• Cooking with honey

Special Events: 
• Field Trips
• Auctions
• Honey Show
• Special Visit by

Lorenzo Langstroth
 
 

Nature, Culture, Food and 
Entertainment 
 
Flagship campus of the  
University of Massachusetts  
system and nationally ranked 
public research university. 

Downtown Amherst – Walkable mile of 
cuisine, culture, art, and independent film 
at the center of legendary trail networks for 
biking, hiking, arts, and literature. 

90 miles from Boston and 175 miles from 
New York City.  64 miles to Tanglewood 
summer home of the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra. 
 

Major Beekeeping Suppliers 
and Artisans
 

Short Course Tracks: 
• Beginner
• Intermediate
• Advanced
• Queen Rearing and

Colony Management
• Hands-on beekeeping

in the State Apiary

EAS Master Beekeeping 
Program Testing & 
Certification 
 *Watch for Updates on the EAS Website:

https://easternapiculture.org/conference
/

https://easternapiculture.org/conference
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Join Us - Become a Member of Mass Bee! 
 
   Benefits of Mass Bee membership: 
 
 Three Membership Meetings a Year. 

o The Field Day at UMass in June. The Field Day is a tremendous event allowing 
interactive, hands-on bee demonstrations that give great confidence to 
attending beekeepers of all skill levels.  

o The Spring and Fall meetings. The location of these meetings moves from 
County to County allowing all areas of the State to participate. At these 
meetings, we strive to bring you 2 keynote speakers on relevant beekeeping 
topics. While hosted by a County, Mass Bee covers the costs of the event 
(venue, speakers fees, and travel, food, etc.).  
 

 Legislative Support 
Monitoring and responding to issues arising both locally and Statewide.  This 
Committee is politically active meeting face to face with lawmakers and regulators to 
rally for and protect Honey bees and pollinators. Updates on issues are presented in 
each Mass Bee Newsletter. 

 
 State Representation 

We speak for all beekeepers in Massachusetts and make our point of view to all the 
states in New England. We are paid memberships to all surrounding States’, allowing 
us to keep members aware of surrounding States activities.  

 
  We hope is that you continue to support Mass Bee with your membership and also become 

active members helping to guide and implement Mass Bee activities. Please join or 
renew your membership today. https://www.massbee.org/membership/  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

  

It’s time to renew our Mass Bee Membership! 

Membership in Mass Bee is based on the calendar year so if you have not renewed for 2021, please 
do so now – you don’t want to miss out on all the information and events!  

We are now accepting online applications. This makes it easy to join and keep dues and information 
up to date using a credit card. You can also mail in your check - please see the Mass Bee website for 
information.  

 

https://www.massbee.org/membership/
https://www.massbee.org/membership/
https://ushoneybeehealthsurvey.info/
https://research.beeinformed.org/state_reports/
https://ag.umass.edu/resources/pollinators/research-projects-at-umass/2018-massachusetts-hobbyist-health-survey
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0269749121001445
https://beeinformed.org/citizen-science/loss-and-management-survey/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0048969720351585
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0245490
https://ag.umass.edu/resources/pollinators/varroa
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7564001/
https://ag.umass.edu/resources/pollinators/honey-bees/education/ma-bee-veterinarian-project
https://www.massbee.org/
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Wayne Andrews 
  

   With great sadness, Mass Bee announces the passing of Wayne Andrews. Wayne received an MS in 
medical entomology from Iowa State University and spent his early career focused on entomological 
research with the state of Massachusetts Lakeville Field Station; he finished his career as first an 
entomologist, then superintendent at the Bristol County Mosquito Control Project. 

 
   He was an avid beekeeper and spent over 40 years as a hobbyist, apiary inspector, beekeeping  
   Instructor, and mentor; including several semesters teaching beekeeping at Bristol Community 

College. His enthusiasm for his craft was infectious. He had a passion, commitment, and deep concern 
for honey bees and the future of beekeeping.     

 
   Wayne was a long-time member of the Bristol County Beekeeping Association serving as a past 

President and longtime Board Member. He was also very active in Mass Bee where he once held the 
role of Vice President and Chairman of the Pesticide Committee.  His voice and opinions will be missed 
at the state level where his advice influenced the role of our state association.  He will be missed by all 
who knew him.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Telling the Bees 

By John Greenleaf Whittier 
 

Before them, under the garden wall, 
Forward and back, 

Went drearily singing the chore-girl 
small, Draping each hive with a shred 

of black. 
 

Trembling, I listened; the summer sun 
Had the chill of snow; 

For I knew she was telling the bees of 
one Gone on the journey we all must 

go! 
 

And the song she was singing ever 
since In my ear sounds on: - 

“Stay at home, pretty bees, fly not 
hence! Mistress Mary bis dead and 

gone!”      
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